The stability conditions for the singular vortex that accompanies Majorana zero modes at the core are investigated for p-wave resonant superfluids of atomic Fermi gases. Within the Ginzburg-Landau framework, we determine the stable conditions in the parameter space for the external rotation frequency and the harmonic trap frequency. There exists a narrow stable region in this parameter space for quasi-two-dimensional condensates. We also describe the detailed characterizations of the spatial structure of the order parameter in the chiral p-wave superfluids under rotation.
Introduction
Chiral triplet superconductors and superfluids described symbolically by p + ip pairing, which breaks time reversal symmetry, are a typical topological order and possess many interesting and useful nontrivial physical properties if those really exist. As for superconductors, Sr 2 RuO 4 is often referred to as a prime candidate chiral triplet superconductor. However, the precise pairing symmetry has not yet been identified and has been under strong discussion. A naive p x + ip y scenario is reexamined from various aspects.
1) Therefore, at this moment, there is no concrete material that firmly exhibits chiral triplet pairing symmetry in a superconductor.
2)
As for superfluids, the 3 He-A phase is definitely in the chiral pairing state, which has been a testing ground for checking ideas associated with the topological order.
3)
However, because of its inherent strong interacting nature from the theoretical side and the limited accessibility from the experimental side, it is a difficult and challenging task to explore superfluid 3 He. Needless to say, we wish to find more clean systems of chiral superfluids that are easily accessible theoretically and experimentally.
In this sense, the use of neutral atomic Fermi gases is another option to pursue this possibility. By using magnetic Feshbach resonance, a p-wave interaction channel can be enhanced, leading to p-wave paired superfluids. In fact, there have been vigorous activities toward realizing p-wave resonant superfluids in 6 Li 4) and 40 K 5) recently. The advantages of p-wave resonant superfluids obtained using atomic Fermi gases are (1) the tunability of the attractive interaction strength in a p-wave channel from strong to weak cases, (2) the controllability of the system dimension by changing a trap potential from three dimensions (3D) to two dimensions (2D), even to one dimension (1D), and (3) ease of manipulations, such as rotation, and excitations of collective modes by external perturbations.
Chiral p-wave superfluids have nontrivial Caroli-de Gennes-Matricon (CdGM) states 6) at a vortex core. It * E-mail address: tsutsumi@mp.okayama-u.ac.jp is possible for the CdGM states to have exact zero energy states in the BCS regime. [7] [8] [9] Since the zero energy states can be described by the 1D Majorana equation, 10) the zero energy states are Majorana zero modes. A remarkable feature of Majorana zero modes is that their creation operator is expressed by the self-Hermitian operator γ = γ † and their host vortices obey the non-Abelian statistics.
11, 12) These nontrivial properties can be utilized for a topological quantum computer.
13)
A pair of conventional fermionic creation and annihilation operators span a 2D Hilbert space because their square vanishes. This is not true for the Majorana operators. Thus, to avoid the problem when 2N 0 vortices are present, we can construct "conventional" complex fermionic creation and annihilation operators, ψ † i = (γ i − iγ N0+i )/2 and ψ i = (γ i + iγ N0+i )/2, respectively, from a pair of vortices, where the normalization is chosen as γ 2 i = 1 and subscript i denotes the index of vortices.
14) These operators satisfy ψ 2 i = ψ †2 i = 0 and thus span a 2D subspace of degenerate ground states associated with these operators. Strictly speaking, a topological vortex qubit is defined through two pairs of vortices because the fermionic number is fixed to be even or odd.
15)
A necessary condition for Majorana zero modes to exist at a vortex core is as follows: (A) the vortex possesses an odd winding number and phase singularity in spinless chiral p-wave superfluids 9, 16) or (B) the vortex possesses one-half winding number, that is, the vortex is a halfquantum vortex in spinful chiral p-wave superfluids.
11)
Here, under those circumstances, we investigate experimental requirements to satisfy the condition (A) in neutral atomic Fermi gases. Since the population of atoms in each hyperfine spin state is controllable by an RF field, the spinless p-wave superfluids could be achieved. In quasi-2D confinement that prohibits the Cooper pairs of the z-direction, p x ± ip y paired states are realized unless the magnetic field for the Feshbach resonance is parallel to the quasi-2D system. 17, 18) A requirement of the quasi-
where R z is the radius of atomic gases toward the z-direction, ξ is the coherence length, ω z is the trap frequency of the z-direction, T c is the transition temperature, and T F is the Fermi temperature. This requirement may be satisfied by the optical lattice potential of a period ∼ 3 µm.
19) The aim of this study is to determine the stability condition for the singular vortex, which possesses Majorana zero energy modes at the vortex core, under the quasi-2D confinement that allows the chiral p x ± ip y paired state produced by the magnetic Feshbach resonance. It has been proposed that the vortices with Majorana zero modes in the p-wave resonant atomic Fermi gases are utilized for a topological quantum computer already including the optical methods of operating and reading out states of qubits. 8, 15) However, the strict stable conditions of the vortices with Majorana zero modes have not yet been discussed.
In §2, we derive the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) functional form within the weak coupling approximation in order to describe the p x ± ip y paired state under rotation, and classify the possible vortex types in a 2D trapped system. We construct the phase diagram for the stable singular vortex, which allows Majorana zero modes in the core, in the parameter space, that is, rotation frequency Ω vs trap frequency ω in §3. The final section is devoted to conclusions. The closely related vortex stability calculations for 3D systems are found in refs. 20 and 21.
Formulation

Ginzburg-Landau functional
The order parameter (OP) of the spinless p-wave superfluidity in the quasi-2D trap potential can be expanded on the basis of rectangular coordinates with expansion coefficients A i (i = x, y):
wherep is the unit vector in momentum space. We assume that the momentum toward the z-direction is prohibited by the quasi-2D trap potential. Here, we employ the GL framework for the p-wave superfluidity.
3) This framework is valid in the vicinity of the transition temperature, T c − T ≪ T c , and applicable to cold atomic Fermi gases in a harmonic trap potential with ω ≪ k B T c , 22) where T c and ω are the transition temperature and the trap frequency, respectively. The GL free energy is obtained by integrating the GL free energy density in a 2D system:
In the weak coupling limit, the condensation energy, gradient energy, centrifugal energy, and trap potential energy are respectively given by
where t = T /T c , ∂ = ∇ − iΩ × r with the rotation frequency Ω around the z-axis, Ω ẑ, and A θ = −A x sin θ + A y cos θ in cylindrical coordinates. The repeated indices i and j imply summations over x and y. The GL free energy density functionals, eqs. (3) - (6), are expressed with dimensionless units. The units of OP and length are the OP amplitude of the chiral state in a bulk, ∆ 0 = 10π 2 /7ζ(3)k B T c , and the GL coherence length ξ 0 = 7ζ(3)/48π 2 ( v F /k B T c ) with zero temperature, respectively, where v F is the Fermi velocity. The effect of harmonic trap potential on condensates depends on the dimensionless pairing interaction Γ that determines the transition temperature T c = CE F exp(−1/Γ), where E F is the Fermi energy and C is a numerical coefficient of order unity. 22) We use the unit ω 0 = 144π 2 /35ζ(3) 2Γ/(1 + 2Γ)k B T c for the trap frequency ω. The p-wave triplet paring interaction is Γ ≈ λ 2 /13 with a gaseous parameter λ = 2|a|p F /π , where a is the scattering length and p F is the Fermi momentum.
23) Rotation frequency is normalized by the critical rotation frequency Ω c , where condensates fly away from the trap potential by centrifugal force. We sum up the centrifugal energy and the trap potential energy as
with cylindrical coordinates. Therefore, the critical rotation frequency is given by Ω c = ω/ √ 3.
20, 21)
We estimate the approximate profile of the condensates at rest within the Thomas-Fermi (TF) approximation. In addition, we assume that the condensate is in the chiral state, which is stable in a bulk. The profile of OP amplitude is
and the radius of condensates is
Here, we introduce the l-vector pointing in the direction of the orbital angular momentum of the Cooper pair. The l-vector has only the z-component when the momentum toward the z-direction is suppressed. The z-component of the l-vector is expressed with expansion coefficients on the basis of the component of the orbital angular momentum along the z-axis: ∆(p) = A +p+ + A −p− , where the bases and coefficients of the plus-minus chiral states arep ± = ∓ (p x ± ip y ) / √ 2 and A ± = ∓ (A x ∓ iA y ) / √ 2, respectively. By using the coefficients,
where
is the squared amplitude of the OP. If the condensates are purely in the chiral state, l z has the unit value. l z decreases when the polar state is mixed through gradient and centrifugal energies. Finally, l z becomes zero, provided that the condensates are in the pure polar state.
We have identified stationary solutions by numerically solving the variational equation δf (r)/δA i (r) = 0, where f (r) is the GL free energy density functional, namely, the integrand of eq. (2) . In this study, we have considered the temperature t = 0.9.
Possible types of axisymmetric structures and vor-
tices at low rotation Since we assume the axisymmetric trap potential, axisymmetric structures of the condensates are stable when there is no vortex and only a singular vortex exists in the system. Here, we define the winding numbers of the plus and minus components as w + and w − , respectively, where A ± = |A ± |e i(w±θ+α±) with a phase constant α ± . Axisymmetric structures of the OP consisting of the plus-minus components must have the combinations of the winding number w + , w − = n − 1, n + 1 , where n is an integer. 24, 25) The axisymmetric condition of what is stricter than that of multicomponent spinor Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs).
26) Generally, the small winding number state is energetically favorable.
For the nonvortex structures, the possible combinations of the winding number are w + , w − = −2, 0 and 0, 2 . These structures are degenerate at rest. However, under positive rotation or counterclockwise rotation, the structure with −2, 0 is stable because the minus chiral component without phase winding is advantageous under positive rotation.
27) For the structures with a singular vortex, the possible combinations of the winding number are w + , w − = −3, −1 , −1, 1 , and 1, 3 . Among these combinations, the structure with −1, 1 is the most stable under low positive rotation, because the main component, which is the minus chiral component, has a winding number of 1.
Therefore, it is sufficient to consider the combination of winding number w + , w − = −2, 0 for the nonvortex structure, and w + , w − = −1, 1 for the structure with a singular vortex.
Stability Region of the Singular Vortex
We show the phase diagram of the OP structures for trap frequency ω vs rotation frequency Ω in Fig. 1 . We consider the three cases for the trap frequencies ω = 2.5, 4.0, and 8.0 × 10 −3 144π 2 /35ζ(3) 2Γ/(1 + 2Γ)k B T c . The condition of applying the GL framework ω ≪ k B T c is satisfied because of 2Γ/(1 + 2Γ) < 1. The calculated points are denoted by solid circles and crosses in Fig. 1 . The region N is the nonvortex structure, S is the singular vortex structure where Majorana zero modes exist, and M is the multiple vortex region. Details of each structure are explained in the following subsections.
Rotation dependence
In this subsection, we show the representative structures with the trap frequency 2.5 × 10 −3 ω 0 , where the TF radius of the condensate R ∆ is about 160ξ 0 at rest. In this case, various vortex structures are stabilized by rotation.
We show the OP amplitude at rest in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The OP amplitude at the center is slightly sup- pressed from that of the chiral state in a bulk ∆(t) = ∆ 0 √ 1 − t. The OP amplitude is gradually decreased toward the outside by the trap potential, according to eq. (7) except near the edge. Since the condensation energy is small at the edge, the gradient energy makes a large contribution to the structures. The plus chiral component A + with the winding number w + = −2 is induced at the edge because the gradient energy terms in eq. (4), such as A * + (∂ 2 A − /∂r 2 ), inevitably induce another component at the place where the main component A − with the winding number w − = 0 is spatially varied. The feature is absent in spinor BECs because the spatial differential operators act on real space, while the OP exists in spin space.
28, 29)
This is also clear from the l z values shown in Figs. 
2(c) and 2(d).
In almost all regions, l z = −1, namely, the condensate is in the minus chiral state. However, the l-vectors shorten toward the outside of the condensate at the edge. The condensate is finally in the polar state.
A singular vortex enters the center of the condensate under rotation. We show the OP amplitude and the zcomponent of the l-vector in Fig. 3 at Ω = 0.35Ω c . Since the vortex enters the condensate of the spinless chiral state and has a combination of odd winding number w + , w − = −1, 1 , the vortex is accompanied by Majorana zero modes. The condensate is in the minus chiral state in most of the regions; however, the plus chiral component is induced around the vortex core and at the edge. Note that the condensate at the edge is in the plus chiral state because of the effect of rotation through the gradient energy terms in eq. (4), such as ΩrA * + (∂A − /∂r). On increasing the rotation frequency Ω, vortices enter the condensate one by one from outside. We show the OP amplitude in Fig. 4(a) and l z in Fig. 4(b) where the condensate contains three vortices at Ω = 0.60Ω c . All the vortices are not singular vortices in the system. The cores of the plus and minus chiral components are split and covered by the other component. The centrifugal energy, eq. (5), increases the condensate extension and brings the condensate at the edge into the polar state with the momentum toward the θ-direction. Half-quantum vortices with l z = 1 in the polar state effectively absorb the angular momentum by rotation.
Here, we introduce a pseudo-spin representation so that differences between the singular vortex and the splitting vortex can easily be seen. Since the OP has only two components, we can express the OP on the basis of the vector
The pseudo-spin is defined using the vectors and Pauli matrices with the total spin 1/2.
The z-component of the pseudo-spin S z is one-half of l z . We define the topological charge N ≡ w − − w + . Axisymmetric vortices have the topological charge N = 2 and the half-quantum vortices with the combinations of the winding number w + , w − = −1, 0 and 1, 0 have N = 1. The pseudo-spin can be rewritten with the topological charge:
where the relative phase α ′ = α − − α + . The pseudo-spin vector (S x , S y ) rotates N times around a vortex with the topological charge N .
30)
The axisymmetric singular vortex at the center of the condensate at Ω = 0.35Ω c has the topological charge N = 2 (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) ). Similarly, the vortices at Ω = 0.60Ω c have the topological charge N = 2 around a Since the off-centered vortex has a finite OP everywhere, Majorana zero modes, which are zero energy excitations, may not exist. Note, however, that the vortex situated at a few times of coherence length is similar to the singular vortex with Majorana zero modes. The quasiparticle states of the off-centered vortex are unknown at present. We must solve the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations in order to understand the quasi-particle states. This is our future problem.
Trapping dependence
The number of vortices is proportional to the rotation frequency and the system size, or the cross section that is perpendicular to the rotational axis. The radius of the condensate is inversely proportional to the trap frequency and is increased by the centrifugal energy under rotation. Since the effect of the centrifugal energy differs among orbital states, the region of the polar state appears predominantly at the edge of the condensate under high rotation. Therefore, the number of vortices in the chiral state situated in the central region does not increase with increasing rotation because the angular momentum is absorbed by half-quantum vortices in the polar state at the surrounding area, which prevent the vortex from entering the central region.
The vortex does not enter the chiral state up to high rotation in the case of ω = 8.0 × 10 −3 ω 0 and only the singular vortex enters under high rotation in the case of ω = 4.0 × 10 −3 ω 0 . Namely, we will have to employ a low trap frequency in an experiment to observe Majorana zero modes. In the previous studies under a 3D pancakeshape trap potential, 20, 21) the major radius of the condensate was approximately 30ξ 0 , which corresponds to high-trap-frequency cases in the present study; therefore, the polar core vortex with a combination of winding number w + , w 0 , w − = −1, 0, 1 , which corresponds to the singular vortex w + , w − = −1, 1 in this paper, did not enter the condensate, where w 0 is the winding number of the OP z-component, which is absent in the present study.
Conclusions
We have investigated the stability of the singular vortex that possesses Majorana zero modes at the core in the p-wave superfluidity of the atomic Fermi gases by the GL framework. As a result, in the systems confined in the quasi-2D harmonic trap potential with a low frequency, the singular vortex accompanied by Majorana zero modes enters the center of the condensates under rotation. Under high rotation, the multiple vortex state is stabilized. The off-centered vortices in the multiple vortex state are split into two half-quantum vortices and are not accompanied by Majorana zero modes; the quasiparticle states of the off-centered vortex are unknown at present. Note that a centered singular vortex is accompanied by Majorana zero modes even though some vortices exist in the chiral state.
Within the present quasi-2D harmonic trap potential, there is no stable parameter region in the (ω, Ω) plane for plural singular vortices, which is necessary for a topological quantum computer. We suggest the use of a quasi-2D square well potential for confinement, which is also used in the superfluid 3 He confined in parallel plates.
31, 32)
This could accommodate a pair of singular vortices or more.
